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Abstract. In a communication network, several vulnerability measures are used to determine the resistance of the network to disruption of operation after the failure of certain stations or communication links. If the communication network is modeled as a simple, undirected, connected and unweighted graph $G$, then average lower independence number of a graph $G$ can be considered as a measure of graph vulnerability and is defined by

$$i_{av}(G) = \frac{1}{|V(G)|} \sum_{v \in V(G)} i_v(G)$$

where $i_v(G)$ is the minimum cardinality of a maximal independent set that contains $v$. In this paper, I consider the average lower independence number of the thorn graphs of special graphs.

1. Introduction

The stability of a communication network, composed of processing nodes and communication links, is of prime importance to network designers. When network begins losing links or nodes, eventually there is a loss in its effectiveness. Thus, communication networks must be constructed to be as stable as possible, not only with respect to the initial disruption, but also with respect to the possible reconstruction of the network. If the communication network is modeled as a simple, undirected, connected and unweighted graph $G$, then there exist many graph theoretical parameters which have been used in the past to describe the stability of communication networks. Most notably, the vertex-connectivity and the edge-connectivity [5] have been frequently used. Consequently, a number of other parameters have been introduced including toughness [6], integrity [2, 3], tenacity [7], residual closeness
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In this paper, I introduce a new graph parameter, average lower independence number. The concept of average independence is closely related to the problem of finding large independent sets in graphs. In a graph $G = (V(G), E(G))$, a subset $S \subseteq V$ of vertices is a dominating set if every vertex in $V(G) - S$ is adjacent to at least one vertex of $S$. The dominating number $\gamma(G)$ is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set. The independence number $\beta(G)$ of $G$ is the maximum cardinality of an independent set in $G$ which is a set of vertices of $G$ whose elements are pairwise nonadjacent. The independent domination number $i(G)$ of $G$ is the minimum cardinality of a set that is both independent and dominating. It is easy to see that $\gamma(G) \leq i(G) \leq \beta(G)$ holds for every graph $G$.

Henning [11] introduced the concept of average independence. For a vertex $v$ of a graph $G$, the lower independence number, denoted by $i_v(G)$, is the minimum cardinality of a maximal independent set of $G$ that contains $v$. The average lower independence number of $G$ denoted by $i_{av}(G)$, is the value $\frac{1}{|V(G)|} \sum_{v \in V(G)} i_v(G)$ [1, 4, 11, 13]. It is clear that $i(G) = \min \{i_v(G) : v \in V(G)\}$ and so $i(G) \leq i_{av}(G)$.

Throughout this paper, for any graph $G$, connectivity, covering number and independence number of $G$ are denoted by $\kappa(G)$, $\alpha(G)$, $\beta(G)$, respectively [9].

Consider the graphs $G_1$ and $G_2$ both having the same edges and vertices. The reliability of these graphs can be measured by average lower independence number. If $i_{av}(G_1) < i_{av}(G_2)$, then we can say that graph $G_1$ is more reliable than graph $G_2$. As a result, for measuring the vulnerability of a graph $G$, average lower independence number is a better parameter. In [1], Aytac and Turaci determined the average lower independence number of total graphs.

In this paper, I consider the average lower independence number of the thorn graphs of special graphs.

2. Upper Bounds for $i_{av}(G)$

In this section, I will review some of the known upper bounds on average lower independence number.

**Theorem 2.1.** [4, 11] For every vertex $v$ in a graph,

a) $i(G) \leq i_v(G) \leq \beta(G)$;

b) $i(G) \leq i_{av}(G) \leq \beta(G)$.

**Theorem 2.2.** [11] For any graph $G$ of order $n$ with independent domination number $i$ and independence number $\beta$,

$$i_{av}(G) \leq \beta - \frac{i(\beta - i)}{n}.$$ 

**Theorem 2.3.** [11] If $T$ is a tree of order $n \geq 2$, then

$$i_{av}(G) \leq n - 2 + \frac{2}{n}.$$
Theorem 2.4. [4] For any graph $G$ with $n$ vertices, $m$ edges and for any vertex $v \in V(G)$, $\beta_v(G)$ is the maximum cardinality of a matching in the graph,

$$i_{av}(G) \leq n - \frac{2m}{n} - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in V(G)} \beta_v(G).$$

Theorem 2.5. [11] For every tree $T$ and for any vertex $v \in V(T)$, if $\beta_v(T)$ is the maximum cardinality of a matching in the tree induced by the vertices of $V(T) \cap N[v]$, then

$$i_{av}(G) \leq n - 2 + \frac{2}{n} - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in V(T)} \beta_v(T).$$

3. Average Lower Independence Number in Thorn Graphs

In this section, I give some results on the average lower independence number of thorn graphs.

Definition 3.1. [8] Let $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$ be non-negative integers and $G$ be such a graph, $V(G) = n$. The thorn graph of the graph $G$, with parameters $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$ is obtained by attaching $p_i$ new vertices of degree one to the vertex $u_i$ of the graph $G$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$.

The thorn graph of the graph $G$ will be denoted by $G^*$, or if the respective parameters need to be specified, by $G^*(p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n)$.

![Figure 1. A thorn graph of $P_6$](image)

Theorem 3.1. Let $G$ be a graph of order $n$. If $G^*$ is a thorn graph of $G$ with every $p_i = 1$, then the average lower independence number of $G^*$ is $i_{av}(G^*) = n$.

Proof. When $p_i = 1$ for all $v_i \in V(G)$, the thorn graph is usually called the corona. The number of vertices of graphs $G^*$ is $2n$. It is easy to see that if $G^*$ is the corona of a graph $G$ of order $n$, then every maximal independent set $S^*$ of $G^*$ consists of an independent set $S$ of $G$ and the thorn of every vertex of $V(G) \setminus S$. Thus every maximal independent set has size $|S| + (n - |S|) = n$. So, $i_{av}(G^*) = n$. The proof is completed.

Theorem 3.2. Let $G$ be a connected graph $C_n$ (cycle) or $K_n$ (complete) of order $n$. If $G^*$ is a thorn graph of $G$ with $p_i \geq k$ for $k \geq 2$, then the average lower independence number of $G^*$ is

$$i_{av}(G^*) = kn - (k - 1)\beta(G).$$
Proof. $v_i \in V(G)$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$. Let $p_{i,j}$ be the $j$th thorn of vertex $v_i$ for $1 \leq j \leq k$. $S^* \subseteq V(G^*)$ and $S^*$ ensures the lower independence number of $G^*$. A graph is vertex-transitive if and only if its graph complement is, since the group actions are identical. Informally, a graph is vertex-transitive if every vertex has the same local environment, so that no vertex can be distinguished from any other based on the vertices and edges surrounding it. Consequently, every vertex-transitive graph is regular. Hence, $C_n$ and $K_n$ are vertex transitive graphs. All vertices of those graphs play the same role, so if $G = C_n$ or $G = K_n$, then the value of $i_v(G^*)$ is the same for every vertex $v$ of $G^*$, and $i_{av}(G^*) = i_v(G^*)$. Every maximal independent set $S^*$ of $G^*$ consist of an independent set $S$ of $G$ and all the thorns of the vertices of $V(G) \setminus S$. So $i_v = |S^*| = |S| + k(n |S|) = kn - (k - 1)|S|$. This value is minimized when $S$ is maximum. We have known that $|S| \leq \beta(G)$, so

$$i_{av}(G^*) = i_v(G^*) = kn - (k - 1)\beta(G).$$

The proof is completed.

Particularly, if $G$ is a complete graph $K_n$, then $i_{av}(G^*) = i_v(G^*) = kn - k + 1$ or if $G$ is a cycle graph $C_n$, then $i_{av}(G^*) = i_v(G^*) = kn - (k - 1)\left\lfloor \frac{n}{2} \right\rfloor$. □

Theorem 3.3. Let $G$ be a connected graph $P_n$ (path) order of $n$. If $G^*$ is a thorn graph of $G$ with $p_i \geq k$ for $k \geq 2$, then the average lower independence number of $G^*$ is

$$i_{av}(G^*) = \frac{1}{n(k+1)} \left\lfloor n^2(k^2 + 1) - 2\alpha(G)\beta(G)(k-1)^2 \right\rfloor.$$

Proof. $v_i \in G$ for all integer $i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$). Let $p_{i,j}$ be the thorns of $v_i$ ($1 \leq j \leq k$). $S^* \subseteq V(G^*)$ and $S^*$ ensured the lower independence number of $G^*$, that is, $S^*$ is an maximal independent set. Let we search the value of $i_v$ for all $v_i$ and its thorns. There are only four types of vertices.

Case 1. If $v$ vertex is any all the thorns of the vertices of $v_i \in \beta(G)$, which the number of this is $k\beta(G)$, then every maximal independent set $S^*$ of $G^*$ consist of all thorns of the vertices in an independent set $S$ of $G$ and the vertices of $V(G) \setminus S$. So $i_v = |S^*| = k|S| + (n - |S|)$. Since the set $S$ is the independent set of $G$, the value is

$$i_v = |S^*| = k\beta(G) + \alpha(G).$$

Case 2. If $v$ vertex is any all the thorns of the vertices of $v_i \in \alpha(G)$, which the number of this is $k\alpha(G)$, then every maximal independent set $S^*$ of $G^*$ consist of an independent set $S$ of $G$ and all thorns of the vertices of $V(G) \setminus S$. So $i_v = |S^*| = |S| + k(n - |S|)$. Since the set $S$ is the independent set of $G$, the value is

$$i_v = |S^*| = \beta(G) + k\alpha(G).$$

Case 3. If $v$ vertex is any vertices of $v_i \in \beta(G)$, which the number of this is $\beta(G)$, then every maximal independent set $S^*$ of $G^*$ is similar to Case 2. So
\begin{align*}
i_v = |S^*| - |S| + k(n - |S|). &\text{ Since the set } S \text{ is the independent set of } G, \\
&\text{the value is } i_v = |S^*| = \beta(G) + k\alpha(G).
\end{align*}

Case 4.  If \( v \) vertex is any vertices of \( v_i \in \alpha(G) \), which the number of this is \( \alpha(G) \), then every maximal independent set \( S^* \) of \( G^* \) is similar to Case 1. So \( i_v = |S^*| = k|S| + (n - |S|). \) Since the set \( S \) is the independent set of \( G \), the value is
\[ i_v = |S^*| = k\beta(G) + \alpha(G). \]

Finally, by Case 1, 2, 3 and 4, we have,
\[ i_{av}(G^*) = \frac{1}{n(k+1)} \left[ (\beta(G) + k\alpha(G))^2 + (\alpha(G) + k\beta(G))^2 \right]. \]

It is well-known that \( \alpha(G) = n - \beta(G) \) for all graph \( G \). If we write these values in the definition, we have
\begin{align*}
i_{av}(G^*) &= \frac{1}{n(k+1)} \left[ (\beta(G) + k(n - \beta(G)))^2 + ((n - \beta(G)) + k\beta(G))^2 \right] \\
&= \frac{1}{n(k+1)} \left[ n^2(k^2 + 1) - 2\beta(G)(k-1)^2(n - \beta(G)) \right] \\
&= \frac{1}{n(k+1)} \left[ n^2(k^2 + 1) - 2\alpha(G)\beta(G)(k-1)^2 \right]
\end{align*}

The proof is completed. \( \Box \)

In particular: If \( G \) is a path graph \( P_n \) with \( n \) even, then since \( \beta(G) = \alpha(G) = \frac{n}{2} \), this value is
\[ i_{av}(G^*) = \frac{(k+1)n}{2}. \]
If \( G \) is a path graph \( P_n \) with \( n \) odd, then since \( \beta(G) = \frac{n+1}{2} \) and \( \alpha(G) = \frac{n-1}{2} \), this value is
\[ i_{av}(G^*) = \frac{n^2(k+1)^2 + (k-1)^2}{2n(k+1)}. \]

**THEOREM 3.4.** Let \( G \) be a connected graph \( S_1,n-1 \) (star) order of \( n \). If \( G^* \) is a thorn graph of \( G \) with \( p_i \geq k \) for \( k \geq 2 \) and \( n > 4 \), then the average lower independence number of \( G^* \) is
\[ i_{av}(G^*) = \frac{1}{n} \left[ (\beta(G))^2 + 2k\beta(G) \right] + \frac{1 + k^2}{n(k+1)}. \]

**Proof.** \( v_i \in G \) for all integer \( i \) \((1 \leq i \leq n)\). Let \( p_{i,j} \) be the thorns of \( v_i \) \((1 \leq j \leq k)\). \( S^* \subset V(G^*) \) and \( S^* \) is an maximal independent set \( S^* \) of \( G^* \). Let us search the value of \( i_v \) for all \( v_i \) and its thorns. There are only four types of vertices like Theorem 3.3.

Case 1: If \( v \) vertex is any all the thorns of the vertices of \( v_i \in \beta(G) \), which the number of this is \( k\beta(G) \), then every maximal independent set \( S^* \) of \( G^* \) consist of an independent set \( S \) of \( G \), except this \( v \) vertex, and all thorns of the vertices of \( V(G) \setminus S \). Moreover, \( S^* \) includes the thorns of the vertex
So \(i_v = |S^*| = (|S| - 1) + k(n - |S|) + k\). Since the set \(S\) is the independent set of \(G\), the value is

\[i_v = |S^*| = \beta(G) - 1 + k \alpha(G) + k.\]

It is well-known that \(\alpha(G) = 1\) and \(\beta(G) = n - 1\) for all graph \(G\). So, we obtain

\[i_v = |S^*| = \beta(G) - 1 + 2k.\]

**Case 2.** If \(v\) vertex is any all the thorns of the vertices of \(v \in \alpha(G)\), which the number of this is \(k\) because of \(\alpha(G) = 1\), then every maximal independent set \(S^*\) of \(G^*\) consist of an independent set \(S\) of \(G\) and all thorns of the vertices of \(V(G) \setminus S\). So

\[i_v = |S^*| = |S| + k(n - |S|).\]

Since the set \(S\) is the independent set of \(G\), the value is

\[i_v = |S^*| = \beta(G) + k \alpha(G) = \beta(G) + k.\]

**Case 3.** If \(v\) vertex is any vertices of \(v \in \beta(G)\), which the number of this is \(\beta(G)\), then every maximal independent set \(S^*\) of \(G^*\) is similar to Case 2. So

\[i_v = |S^*| = |S| + k(n - |S|).\]

Since the set \(S\) is the independent set of \(G\), the value is

\[i_v = |S^*| = \beta(G) + k \alpha(G) = \beta(G) + k.\]

**Case 4.** If \(v\) vertex is any vertices of \(v \in \alpha(G)\), which the number of this is \(\alpha(G) = 1\), then every maximal independent set \(S^*\) of \(G^*\) consist of all thorns of the vertices in an independent set \(S\) of \(G\) and the vertices of \(V(G) \setminus S\). So

\[i_v = |S^*| = k|S| + (n - |S|).\]

Since the set \(S\) is the independent set of \(G\), the value is

\[i_v = |S^*| = k \beta(G) + \alpha(G) = k \beta(G) + 1.\]

Finally, by Case 1, 2, 3 and 4, we have,

\[i_{av}(G^*) = \frac{1}{n(k + 1)} \left[ \alpha(G) + k \beta(G) + \beta(G)(\beta(G) + k) + k(k + \beta(G)) + k \beta(G)((\beta(G) - 1) + 2k) \right] \]

\[= \frac{1}{n(k + 1)} \left[ \alpha(G) + k \beta(G)(1 + \beta(G) - 1 + 2k) + (\beta(G) + k)^2 \right] \]

\[= \frac{1}{n(k + 1)} \left[ \frac{(k + 1)(2k \beta(G) + \beta^2(G)) + (1 + k^2)}{2} \right] \]

\[= \frac{1}{n} \left[ \beta^2(G) + 2k \beta(G) \right] + \frac{1 + k^2}{n(k + 1)}\]

The proof is completed.
4. Conclusion

For a graph, its connectivity is the minimum number of vertices whose removal results with a disconnected or trivial graph. Connectivity of a graph is the best known measure of reliability. Since connectivity does not always take into account what happens throughout the graph, it is a worst case measure. Recently, there is an interest in vulnerability and reliability of networks. It gives rise to most of other measures. Some of these measures are more global in nature. In this paper, a new measure for reliability of a graph, the average lower independence number is investigated. This graph parameter which is recently introduced by Henning, is closely relative to the problem of finding large independent sets of graphs. Therefore the vulnerability of the thorn graphs of some special graphs is investigated by using the average lower independence number.
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